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The Truth We Choose Not To See
By Rev. Donald L. Perryman, D.Min.
The Truth Contributor

Simply put, denial is dismissing your own intuition. It is blatantly overlooking
what is right in front of you.
- Claudia Black
Often the handwriting is clearly displayed upon the wall but we
refuse to read it. Or we stare at obvious indicators that reveal we
have a serious problem but we pretend not to see them. We have
become enablers. Enablers learn to be quiet, accept a false reality
and “pretend that things are different than how they really are,”
writes psychologist Claudia Black in The Many Faces of Addiction.
The fact is that the 2016 election was the first presidential contest without the full protections of the Voting Rights Act as states
purged nearly 16 million voters from national rolls prior to the
election.
Thanks to a recent Supreme Court decision regarding the State of
Ohio, these aggressive voter purges – long used as a voter suppression tool – continue to target poor and minority voters at significantly higher rates, according to Mother Jones Magazine.
So, why were two African-American councilpersons the only
“no” votes on legislation passed by city council last week to make
it easier to vote by offering voter registration at specific City of
Toledo agencies and departments?
Council Dysfunction?
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All hell seemed to break loose recently when Peter Ujvagi
“walked” a $150,000 CDBG request on the floor on behalf of his
district constituents. After Ujvagi’s non-agenda legislation was
voted for and passed, council was subsequently besieged by funding requests from several other members causing Chief of Staff
Katy Crosby much consternation. Crosby has been attempting to
set up a fair process to decide how to allocate CDBG funds at a
time when it seems that an “every man for himself” free for all
atmosphere prevails on council limiting its attention to other legislative activities.
Pettiness?
One source familiar with the anti-voter suppression legislation,
which was sponsored by councilman Nick Komives, suggested that
the no votes could have been a “statement” or retribution among
councilmen who normally are on the same team.
Councilman Larry Sykes had, allegedly, introduced a past ordinance from the capital improvements budget to buy city council
a new vehicle that was not supported by Komives and so Sykes,
perhaps, was emphatically returning the favor.
Komives, however, seemed to be unfazed by the speculation.
“I’d hate to see no support coming because someone’s upset over
a vote that is not political or if you have a problem with somebody
you don’t vote a certain way. That’s against what our principles
are. I don’t really care about that, I’m just going to push forward
regardless,” he responded upon being asked what might be most
concerning to him in all this.
The Ground is Shifting Beneath our Feet:
Like Komives, many in the black community are also attempting to “just push forward.” Nationally and locally the Democratic
Party is writhing with labor pangs as it gives birth to a new generation of young progressives and social democrat types who are no
longer satisfied with the business as usual, status quo politics of
the elder generation.
Although we have been conditioned to just shut up and not talk
about it, the truth is that we are addicted to a dysfunctional state
of black leadership in Toledo. We seem to be able to see “a noose
in every corner” but we have been staring at but choosing not to
see black leadership that is often bitter, petty, vindictive and divided while young energetic leaders like Brian Hayward, Dominique
Warren and others are quietly positioning themselves to ascend as
our current role models stagger, stumble and fall.
We can no longer afford to be silent. And we won’t be silent,
anymore.
Contact Rev. Donald Perryman, D.Min, at drdlperryman@centerofhopebaptist.org

During her final months,
the family needs extra help
to care for her at home.

©2017 Hospice of Northwest Ohio

We can help with expert
care. Call 419.661.4001.

Community
Calendar
July 29
Ebenezer MBC 100 Women in White Service:
4 pm; “Come on, Let’s Go Higher;” Speaker
Linda Ransey of Upper Room Tabernacle
August 11
Youth Explosion: First Church of God; 11:30
am to 2 pm; Food, music, giveaways; Bring
your own chair: 419-843-1434 or 419-2550077
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Some Thoughts on Major Smith III – Toledo
Fire Department
By Earl Murry, PhD
Guest Column
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Toledo NAACP Branch ACT-SO
It’s called the Olympics of the Mind, and there was no shortness of
greatness in San Antonio, Texas (July 12-15, 2018). That’s where students representing the Toledo Branch of the NAACP showcased their
talents and competed against some of the best and brightest youth from
across the country.
Each of the gifted and talented African Americans was part of the
NAACP’s National Academic, Cultural, Technological, Scientific
Olympics, known as ACT-SO. Famous alumni include, Anthony Anderson, Kanye West, Jada Pinkett Smith, Alicia Keys and WTVG 13abc
anchor, Kristian Brown.
This year ACT-SO celebrated its 40th National Competition and
showcased more than 700 students in 32 categories including chemistry, architecture, dramatics, poetry written and performance, entrepreneurship, culinary, dance and physics.
Seven students from Toledo competed, and four students were selected to participate in the program’s closing ceremony.
Arthur Bishop (Toledo Early College) – Music Instrumental Contemporary
Keyara Edwards (Toledo Early College/Eastern Michigan University)
– Original Essay
Alanna Hicks (Toledo School of the Arts) – Poetry Performance
Aliyah Hicks (Ohio Virtual Academy/Bowling Green State University) – Music Vocal Contemporary
Whitney Hughes (Jones Leadership Academy) – Dramatics
Nickolas Stewart (Toledo School of the Arts) – Dance Contemporary
Shakayla Waters (Toledo School of the Arts) – Poetry Written
We are proud of our students and what they accomplished in San Antonio and look forward to next year’s competition.
The Toledo Branch #3204 NAACP is led by President Ray Wood and
Beatrice Daniels serves as ACT-SO chairperson.
If you believe you can do it, then…ACT-SO!

Toledo ACT-SO Sight Seeing Whitney Hughes, Andre Matthews, Keyara
Edwards, Robin Reese, Beatrice Daniels, and Aliyah Hic

Toledo ACT-SO Chairperson
Beatrice Daniels - Photo by
Andre Matthews

Toledo ACT-SO Headed to San Antonio

Toledo ACT-SO Participants Aliyah Hicks, Keyara Edwards and
Whitney Hughes

Toledo ACT-SO Participants with Chair-Co-Chair-Chaperone 1
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Demetria Simpson: Her Leadership Is Making
a Difference at LMHA
By Fletcher Word
Sojourner’s Truth Editor
When Demetria Simpson came on board the Lucas Metropolitan Housing
Authority in September 2015 as the director of Real Estate Development &
Modernization fresh from similar duties along the Mississippi Gulf Coast,
she had expected to be doing just that for the foreseeable future – helping
LMHA in those very particular areas.
“My background is in planning and economic development and I wanted
to continue my career in that way,” she says. Her career has grown well
beyond that path.
Simpson was hired at LMHA by then-CEO Linnie Willis. She was a long
way from her Hattiesburg home, a long way from the Gulf Coast which
she had been instrumental in helping to rebuild in the post-Katrina years.
A long way from most of her family and then thrust into the turmoil that
plagued LMHA during that period.
Even though LMHA was working its way through some profound development projects during that period, and still is, the leadership issue was
becoming unsettled. The board had brought in Martin LaMar as the COO
– the Authority’s number two – in late 2014. Willis was soon gone, only
months after Simpson had signed up, and LaMar assumed the top position.
He asked Simpson to be his COO and she accepted.
LaMar’s reign turned out to be brief. He was soon forced out and the
board turned to Simpson, who became CEO in June 2017, after less than
two years at the Authority. She was appointed, said the board in its press
release, because they felt “her leadership will make a difference.”
Now, a year into her tenure, Simpson has certainly grasped the leadership
reins and has moved swiftly to analyze as many aspects of the Authority as
possible.
+=*\#+==
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been brought on to help the staff implement it – board approval is expected
to be forthcoming any day now.
In addition, in order to improve workplace morale and implement “a culture of excellence,” Simpson has brought in another consultant to help develop the LMHA Academy that will be launched in 2019. “Everyone here
should know the basics,” she explains. “We are so heavily regulated in
public housing.”
The Academy will help the staff work on building relationships with the
community especially in “teaching the community how valuable our contribution to the community is,” says Simpson.
To that end, a community symposium was held in May to receive input
from the community on “how we can be partners in providing affordable
housing for our residents,” says Simpson.

The good news for the Authority
started before Simpson moved to
town. LMHA is in the middle of a
long-term building project that is
creating hundreds of new units.
\#'!
been completed in the Collingwood Green building project.
Phase one was a senior citizen
'Z *      ^
phase two was for families. The
groundbreaking for phase three
– 55 family units – will be held
within a few months. Phases four
 ! _  !#   
planning stage – will bring the
project to the corner of Division
and Nebraska and will include market rate units along with commercial
')''
The bad news, however, is the future of LMHA’s funding. “Seventy-six
percent of our funding comes from the government,” says Simpson. “This
past year has been the scariest of them all.” Funding from the Department
of Housing and Urban Development will most likely continue to dry up
during these years of a Republican administration in Washington, D.C.
@%!#*=+!=*=ceive from the government,” she adds. Across the nation there are 3,300
public housing authorities, Says Simpson, and they need $26 billion for the
renovation of existing units.
“It’s just one of those situations where we don’t get enough funding to
keep up with the repairs on our units,” she explains. In addition, Lucas
County, says Simpson, doesn’t have a comprehensive housing plan.
The plan is to continue to build partnerships with other entities in the
# '#^'=(/@%<)+!
in coming up with solutions to help the homeless population,” says the
director, adding a phrase that ProMedica is also championing: “solving the
social determinants of health.”
A Mississippi native, Simpson earned a bachelor of science degree in
community and regional planning with continued studies in economic development from the University of Southern Mississippi. She is also a graduate of the John F. Kennedy School of Government Executive Program at
Harvard University where she participated in the Women and Power: Leadership in a New World program. She was selected as Glamour Magazine’s
50 Inspiring Women of The Year from Around America in 2014.

DIXIE
DIXIE CARS DIV. DIXIE AUTO LEASING INC
5876 N. DETROIT AVE.

TOLEDO, OHIO 43612

419-476-8678
OFF LEASE - 4 DOOR SEDANS

$2,500
THIRTY DAY WARRANTY
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Fros Fashions and Finds :Natural Styles for
Summer Brides
By Megan Davis
The Truth Contributor
The heat is on this summer as outdoor experiences are well underway.
From the Promedica concert series at Promenade Park, to rooftop parties,
*! #!##%
events and activities, people want to look good without too much effort
'##)*!/
Last month, we saw what’s trending today in natural hair styles. This
month, we want to focus on those formal summer occasions like showers,
!= '')]*
special day and the beautiful photos that commemorate it.
The black bride is a wonder all by herself. From her sun kissed skin to
her unique and original bridal gown, brides of color are blazing the trail
for original, personalized, and cultural tributes in their weddings today.
At the top of the chart is always the hair. Hair is the crown that adorns
women no matter the occasion, especially after the veils and tiaras are put
away. So let’s take a look at how brides of color are styling their naturals
for their big day.
Twist and Shout! The natural twist out has been a go-to style for many
natural brides lately. Something simple provides an organic elegance that
is unique for everyone who wears the style. A twistout can be fashioned
to many styles, leaving full bangs with a sleek pin-up in back, also known
as a half updo. Twist Outs can also be parted on one side or down the
middle, with a braided “headband” or even rolled and tucked on the side.
Twist Outs are created on freshly shampooed hair but for a smoother
look, they can be created on stretched hair (hair that is shampooed and
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blow dried, then twisted). Several brides choose to accent their twistout
'] '+((+++#'/
Tie that knot! Bantu knots are a more modern look for natural brides
who especially want to pay homage to our African roots. Bantu knots can
be worn for the ceremony, then unraveled for the reception for a curly
look. This works nicely if you’re going for a wardrobe change which is
popular nowadays.
Loc’d in love! Locs are a very appropriate style for brides. What was
once a style only given to the free spirited naturalista, locs are being worn
by more brides today than ever. Locs can be styled into anything from
chignons to french twists, and cascading curls. Locs are versatile and
provide individuality for every bride; and grooms are rocking locs too!
Short and sweet! There’s nothing like a bride with a cute cropped ‘do.
[X +*){ 
many brides are keeping it short and sweet, especially during summer
months. Shorter styles are also made bold with color, clipper designs and
super shiny coils.
Flower power! Summer weddings are often celebrated outdoors. Brides
do enjoy a lovely summer-scape complete with natural greenery and
blessed blooms for their big day! Going for a destination wedding? Beach
waves on locs, braided buns and full on fros are wonderful adorned with
]+X*+=#
Smooth and simple! ALthough weddings have evolved over the years,
there are still many brides who prefer a more traditional, polished look.
Because natural hair can do just about anything, sleek buns, updos and
twisted delights are still all the rage. A bride may opt for some hair added
to the crown for fullness and drama, but a silk press and pin up serve their
purpose for the traditional bride.
Whatever your wedding style, you don’t have to alter your hair texture
permanently to achieve gorgeous looks for your wedding day. These style
can also be worn by the wedding party, hostesses, and of course, the
guests.
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Preserving Natural Hair During Water
Recreation
By Megan Davis
The Truth Contributor
Swimming is a great activity for all ages. It offers a time to play,
relax and exercise with friends or on an individual basis. Throughout
generations, swimming has been something that the ladies in families
often have shied away from because of getting their hair wet and not
having an attractive style afterward. But today, there are many options to help ladies and young girls, enjoy the pleasures and benefits
of swimming.

A lot of times, people may not go right home after water recreation.
In the event that you don’t condition and plait your hair before swimming, you can create a large french braid, or a few cornrows into
a small bun after swimming. For shorter hair, you can fancy up by
placing a cute headband, flower or decorative clips in your hair until
you get home or you can try a great headwrap which looks great and
covers your hair until you can get home. Having these essential items
is great for family reunions when you will be in and out of the water
Growing up, kids may feel uncomfortable wearing swimming caps, all day or if you’re at an amusement park.
but there are now many styles and colors to choose from. Some swim
caps are made to keep hair out of the face and others are made to keep
Once you’re done swimming and have made it home or to your
water off the hair. Here is a breakdown of the types of swim caps destination, treating the hair with a swimmer’s shampoo is important.
available:
Swimmer’s shampoo like Ion Swimmer’s Shampoo (available at Sal• Lycra Lightweight swim caps designed to keep hair away from ly’s) Aubrey Organics Swimmer’s Shampoo or Ultraswim Chlorine
the face. They are not effective in keeping water out of the hair. Ly- Removal is formulated to remove the chlorine from the hair and aids
cra swim caps are on average, $5 a piece and can be found online or to prevent hard hair and excessive dryness from combinations of heat,
sunlight, chlorine, salt water or even fresh water.
sometimes in stores like Dick’s Sporting Goods or KMart.
• Silicone A heavier duty swim cap that keeps some of the water
out. It is softer on the hair and comes in a variety of designs and
More families can enjoy water recreation this Summer by including
styles. They also come in larger sizes for longer, thicker hair. The these tips to protect the hair from the common issues and concerns
average price range is $9-15.
with swimming.
• Latex Theses are the most popular swim caps and have a very
tight fit. Many may not like the way they may pull on the hair, so
you could layer swim caps, using a lycra one first, then the latex. You
AFFORDABLE
AFFORD
AFF
ORDABL
ABLEE HOME
H OME OWNERSHIP
OW
OWNER
NERSHI
SHIP
P
could also try a satin like wave cap before placing the latex cap on.
Lycra swim caps are available for under $5 online and at local stores
like Target and Walmart.
If you’re not a swim cap wearer, try wearing twists or braids to
protect your hair, mainly the ends of the hair. Applying conditioner
to the hair and plaiting it or placing it in several large twists will also
protect the hair while swimming. Or if you prefer not to use conditioner, olive oil will protect the the hair as well. The creamy conditioners work well for this, as they provide a protective coating on the
hair strands and helps to keep the hair soft-combating the effects of
chlorine and extreme sunlight. For shorter hair, applying conditioner
is a good practice to adopt, every time you swim. Even if you do
wear a swim cap, applying conditioner helps as edges may be slightly
exposed.
Some key items to take with you on your swim outing:
• elastic bands
• a large fabric headband
• barrettes
• a wide tooth comb
• plastic combs
A question often posed is “what will I do to my hair after I swim?

Get the lowdown
on low, down
payment
options.

We help make your American Dream a reality.
A new home may seem out of reach if money is
limited. If you’re a first-time home buyer, looking
to move up, or just have limited funds for a down
payment, First Federal Bank can offer you several
special low and no down payment options.
Contact us today and discover the options
available for you.
• Home Possible® Mortgages
• MyCommunity Mortgages®
• FHA Loans
• USDA Loans

Susan Jester

Eunice Glover

Retail Lender
419-537-9520

Financial Sales Mgr.
419-214-4302

NMLS# 43683

NMLS# 1609471

• And more!

First-Fed.com
1707 Cherry St., Toledo | 419-214-4302
(Inside the Seaway Marketplace)

2920 W. Central Ave., Toledo | 419-537-9300
Offer of credit subject to credit approval.
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The Annual Combined Session of the Order of
the Pythagorans and Grand Girls Assembly
Sojourner’s Truth Staff
The 2018 Grand Session of the Order of Pythagorans and the Grand
Girls Assembly, the boys and girls youth chapters, respectively, of the
Order of the Eastern Star, was held on July 12-15 on the campus of the
University of Toledo.
... continued on page 10

R.W. Eric Warren, Director of Youth Activities; Jordan Young, Most Valiant Grand
Master Companion; Tyra Jones, Grand Royal Queen; Rev. Allen and Vontyna
Smith; Cheryl Spencer, Grand Director of Youth Activities

July 25, 2018
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Motown Dinner & Dance Cruise Fundraiser
Special to The Truth
On a perfect sunny evening the 8th Annual Motown Dinner & Dance
Cruise Fundraiser was held on Friday, July 13, 2018 on the famous Detroit Princess Riverboat Cruise hosted by Donnetta M. Carter of Adventurous Travels.
There were over 100 guests in attendance enjoying the festivities, in... continued on page 10
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that embraces
all of you.
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A compassionate team
focused on you.
We’re more than a center for advanced treatment and
specialized care. We’re caregivers who specialize in you.
Our medical experts take the time to listen, answer your
questions and provide the comfort and attention you
deserve. Whether your relationship is with one of our
primary care physicians, hospital nurses or outpatient
technicians, it’s a relationship built on trust.

We’re strong. We’re committed.
And we’re confident in the future.
Visit uthealth.utoledo.edu

CONFIDENT. COMMUNITY. CARE.
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Motown Dinner... continued from page 9
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Help Students Get
Organized for a Strong
Start to the School Year
Special to The Truth
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Annual Block Party at Toledo Museum of Art
The community convened at the annual block party Saturday evening, and the ability to enter the museum buildings, galleries and gardens.
July 7, at the Toledo Museum of Art and thousands of party-goers enjoyed
The scavenger hunt, titled the Wild Art Chase involved teams of two to
 *'!#= <* !'#!*'((=/
block party.
+)'#=+=Z+ ])=
This year’s party included a scavenger hunt, performing arts, food, drink and hands-on children’s activities

Take the next step to
homeownership with our
Community Home Loan

Sound advice. Smart money.

YourStateBank.com
877.867.4218

NMLS 1638079

Subject to credit approval.

JacQuelon C. Wilson
Community Development
Mortgage Loan Originator
C 419.508.0806
JacQui.Wilson@YourStateBank.com
930 W. Market Street
Lima, OH 45805
1900 Monroe Street, Suite 108
Toledo, OH 43604
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In Memoriam
Polly Lee Harris
Polly Lee Harris, mother of former First Lady
* %=  X/"/    `* #  
grandmother of former First Son, the late Mar"'# 
in Hampton, VA on July 11, 2018.
Since moving to Hampton from Toledo, OH
and Washington, D.C. in the 1990’s, Mrs. Harris
used her passion of cooking and service to others by volunteering at her church, West Hamp' *'!=
meals on Thursdays and holidays to thousands
of people through the years. In addition to her
many friends and former work associates, she is
survived by her loving “play” daughters, Norma
     X/  #
+&)/

African American Festival... continued from page 16
July 22 and enjoyed a day of snacking and eating
the foods outside the Center provided by the vari!_*=+#<&/
Inside the Center, in the vast lobby, dozens of
vendors set up their exhibits offering a variety of
products.
Further inside – in the vast auditorium – festival
goers were entertained during the day by – Darius
Coleman, the Jerusalem Mass Choir, the United
 *  ' "  [' ' "   [ " * 
Combined Choir, a disco party special music by
X`# # _Xmatics. The Dramatics arrived on stage at 7 p.m.
thrilling the now-packed house.
Approximately 3,000 people attended the festival this year in ts new location

 # $ %&'$ %
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Rebel Talent by Francesca Gino
By Terri Schlichenmeyer
The Truth Contributor
Your latest hire came highly recommended.
c. 2018
His former employer spoke very favorably about him but there was
Dey St.
something unsaid that you picked up on, and it’s nagging you. He’s
very competent – and yet, he’s also pretty far outside the box. Read $27.99 / $34.99 Canada
Rebel Talent by Francesca Gino, though, and you’ll wish you had
283 pages
more employees like him.
As do most, your business undoubtedly runs on rules: when to be
at work, how to claim territory, when to meet, and when to leave. That’s how a business runs…
except when it doesn’t. Sometimes, rules need to be stretched, bent, and broken.
In her career as a researcher, Francesca Gino studies things like that, how employees react
to rules, and how corporations thrive or fail. As it turns out, those are all strongly linked and
what Gino calls “rebel talent” may be a powerful game-changer.
Being a rebel talent doesn’t mean “becoming an outcast”; it’s more of a nonconformity
thing. It’s being confident and mature enough to understand which rules are immovable and
how to break the ones that aren’t. Rebel talent is knowing then how to harness the power that
comes when behaving “in ways that are unconventional or unexpected.”

There are, Gino says, “five core elements of
rebel talent.”
Novelty is the embrace of new, the celebration of differences and ritual, and the ability to see when change is “clearly in our best
interest.” Curiosity is what makes toddlers
ask “why?” It’s also where innovation comes
from and new ideas are launched. Perspective is the ability to turn personal experience
into real-time relevance. Diversity is knowing that differences aren’t divisive but are
enhancements offering “a competitive advantage.” And authenticism is staying engaged,
living honest, embracing your imperfections,
and doing what you do best.
Being someone with rebel talent can lessen
stress, enhance relationships, and further careers. It helps with employee retention and
satisfaction. And it’s fun for you, too: you can
become a Rebel Leader like the pirate, Blackbeard, who gained “glory and riches” without
harming a single captive during his career…
Unlike most business books you’ll find that
recommend embracing that employee who
marches to a different drummer, Rebel Talent
has another thing to offer: in addition to its
informative value, it’s also a blast to read.
In her book, author Francesca Gino doesn’t
take a cause-and-effect tactic. Readers don’t
even get instruction here; instead, you’ll read
anecdote after example of small businesses
and national corporations that turned around,
grew, or reinvigorated after doing things in
ways that counteracted what conventional
wisdom indicated. Gino advocates allowing
workers more autonomy, and listening to what
they have to say about their workplace – and
she shows how not doing so can hurt both entity and employee. There’s plenty of research
to back up what Gino says, and humor to keep
you engaged.

Get Organized... continued from page 10
Five Star aims to be an ally and champion for
students looking for creative and expressive
ways to manage the stress of their daily routines. More tips to reduce school-related stress
can be found at strengthenotstress.com or join
the conversation using #StrengthNotStress.
“Stress is a common challenge for students,”
says Jessica Hodges, vice president of marketing at ACCO Brands, which builds school supplies based on evolving student needs. “Knowing you can channel stress into something more
positive is empowering.”
Courtesy StatePoint
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CLASSIFIEDS
NORTHGATE APARTMENTS

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

PARK MAINTENANCE

610 Stickney Avenue

PEST CONTROL SERVICES
Q@~#'Q&##

! [ +  [^ dividuals for Park Maintenance at Wildwood Preserve Metropark. High school diploma or equiva    ^ ! 
level of specialty maintenance experience required. Perform a broad spectrum of maintenance
duties, including building equipment, maintenance, grounds maintenance, landscaping and
construction. 40 hour work week. $17.69/hr. Go
to www.metroparkstoledo.com for complete job
requirements and to apply by July 24th. EOE.

Toledo, Ohio 43604
*Now Accepting Applications for 1 and
2 Bedroom Apartment Homes*
Senior Community for persons 55 years and
older. Rent is based on income. Our Activity and
Service Coordinators are on site. Heat included.
Chauffeured transportation to nearby shopping
and banks available.

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY/EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

TOLEDO MUSEUM OF ART
RECRUITING FOR DOCENT
PROGRAM
Toledo Museum of Art (TMA) is opening recruitment for its docent program. Those who have
a passion for teaching and sharing the arts
with children are encouraged to apply to the
upcoming docent training class.
Docents are trained Museum volunteers who
engage with visitors to facilitate enriched experiences with works of art and create a warm
and welcoming Museum environment. These
“gallery teachers” encourage visitor inquiry
and enjoyment of the arts.
The 2019 docent class will include:
A calendar year worth of training
Becoming a docent gives the opportunity to
participate in a thorough training process.
Training will take place from January through
December 2019 and will include mentorship
from experienced docent peers.
       
Participants will attend classroom and gallery training sessions to become familiar with
the TMA collection and gain skills to connect
PreK-8 students with works of art. The train     
PreK-8 school tour program.
Convenient training hours
Training sessions will be held weekdays to
coincide when school tours take place.
For further information, please visit www.
toledomuseum.org and attend an information session on Aug. 9, from 10 to 11:30 a.m.
Applications are now being accepted and
interviews will take place late August and
       
January 2019.
.
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Lucas Metropolitan Housing Authority (LMHA)
will receive proposals for Pest Control Services.
Received in accordance with law until August 7,
2018 at 3PM ET.
For documents: www.lucasmha.org, 201 Belmont Ave., Toledo, OH 43604 or
419-392-3637 (TRS: Dial 711).
+ +  ^    portunity requirements
(Executive Order #11246).
This contract opportunity is a Section 3 Covered Contract and any Section 3 Business
Concerns are encouraged to apply.
.

ADVERTISEMENT FOR
PROPOSALS
TOLEDO-LUCAS COUNTY
PORT AUTHORITY
TOLEDO, OHIO
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Sealed Bids will
be received by the Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority for all labor, material, insurance, and equipment necessary for the Waterline Replacement
project located at Facility One Toledo, Ohio 43605,
in accordance with the approved plans and speci 
   
is approximately $1,917,591.50.
Bids will be received at the Port Author        !  
Plaza, Toledo, OH 43604 until Tuesday, August 14, 2018 at 1:00 PM, at which time and
place all bids will be publicly opened and read
aloud.
" #   # %   "ers, and Forms of Proposal and Contract are
   
      &'* taining hard copies from Becker Impressions,
4646 Angola Road, Toledo, OH 43615, phone
419.385.5303, during normal business hours,
or (2) ordering from Becker Impressions,
via their website www.beckerplanroom.com at
the cost for reproduction.
Please note that there will be a pre-bid meeting for this project for all prospective bidders on Tuesday, July 31, 2018 at 9:30 AM
  " +      
  !   " ; # < =#  #
OH 43604. Attendance is suggested, but
not necessary. Please submit all questions
to the Port Authority, Tina Perkins, at TPerkins@
Toledoport.org by Monday, August 6, 2018 at
10:00 AM local time. Additional information can
be found at www.toledoport.org
Paul L. Toth, Jr., P.E.
President and CEO
Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
LIAISONS
Hospital Council of Northwest Ohio is seeking
four full-time AmeriCorps members to serve as
Community Engagement Liaisons. The candidates will build relationships with local residents
to help identify community needs to improve the
health status of families located in the Getting
Healthy Zone. The candidates will begin a tenmonth term starting October 1, 2018 and will
serve a minimum of 1700 hours. Each candidate
will receive a $17,000 stipend. There will be one
position available at each of the four host sites
of ProMedica, Neighborhood Health Association,
Toledo-Lucas County Health Department and
Mercy Health. For full job description, please
visit website at: www.hcno.org.
Please email, fax or mail a cover letter and
resume and specify which host site you would be
most interested working at to:
Selena Coley, Project Coordinator
Hospital Council of Northwest Ohio
3231 Central Park West, Suite 200
Toledo, OH 43617
419-842-0800 x 134 Phone
419-843-8889 Fax
scoley@hcno.org Email
.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
The Board of Commissioners of the Lucas Metropolitan Housing Authority (LMHA) is preparing
to submit its Annual Plan 2019 to the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
    '#~'
The Annual Plan 2019 is available for review at
`!+X&
  *`!+vites you to submit comments during the next 45
days. Please submit comments to cmorgan@
lucasmha.org.
You are invited to a public hearing on Tuesday, September 11, 2018 at 4:00 p.m., McClinton Nunn Community Bldg., 425 Nebraska
Ave., Toledo, OH 43604. Interested citizens will
be provided pertinent information regarding strategic goals and program activities of the LMHA.
Citizens are encouraged to attend this public
hearing and provide additional comments on the
Annual Plan 2019.
Should attendees require auxiliary aids due to a
disability, please contact LMHA at 419-259-9457
or TRS 711, at least one week prior to hearing
date.

Hugh W. Grefe, Chair
Demetria M. Simpson, President & Chief
]  

.
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African American Festival Draws Thousands to
SeaGate Center

)")*+5 6

To be on the safe side, Suzette Cowell, CEO of
the Toledo Urban Federal Credit Union made a
decision during the week before this year’s African American Festival. Given the weather reports
that there would be rain throughout the weekend,
she decided to move the festival from the original outdoor site of Promenade Park to the nearby
SeaGate Center.
She was faced with the problem of getting the
word out on such short notice but, apparently, she
managed to do so. Thousands of people found
their way to the indoor site on this past Sunday,
... continued on page 11

W
WOULD
YOU DO
ANYTHING TO PROTECT
YOUR FAMILY?
Quitting tobacco is the FIRST STEP!

